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Introduction: Extensive fundamental molecular
and biological evolution took place between the prebiotic origins of life and the state of the Last Universal
Common Ancestor (LUCA). We assess current evidence on the origin of life and LUCA, identifying evolutionary developments and innovations between these
two points. We consider these evolutionary innovations from the perspective of environmental adaptation,
exploring the possibility that LUCA was both temporally and environmentally removed from life’s earliest
origins in the RNA world. Finally, we discuss the
promise and potential of considering environmental
adaptation in life’s earliest evolution.
Evidence for environmental change: Between the
origin of life and LUCA, life likely diversified into
environments unlike the one where it emerged. Inferences based on the effects of and adaptations to temperature and UV radiation suggest these factors would
have played critical roles [1, 2 3]. Our examination of
available experimental and phylogenetic evidence indicates a cold, shielded environment for life’s origin,
and a mesophilic, surface-dwelling LUCA. We discuss
evolutionary innovations between these two points as
evidence for and drivers of adaptive radiation preLUCA.
This early environmental adaptation indicates the
important role that cellular motility and cellularity
played in early evolution. In order to diversify across
environments and move away from their environment
of origin, organisms would need to be able to contain
their genetic code and important enzymes within a
portable envelope. This is consistent with a pre-LUCA
emergence of cellularity and compartmentation.
Early cellularity and membranes: The timing of
cellular membranes’ appearance remains controversial.
Work focusing on early metabolism has suggested that
life developed within mineral structures that sheltered
self-replicating genetic molecules until membranes
developed at a later point as a biological invention of
this system [4]. Alternatively, “membrane-first” models propose that the first lipid membranes contributing
to cellular biological systems arose abiotically and
independently of heredity and metabolism. It has been
suggested that these membranes pre-date the origin of
life, and the compartmentation they allowed permitted
the Darwinian evolution of early protocells [5]. We
assess the experimental and phylogenetic evidence for
early membrane emergence in light of environmental
adaptation requiring cell motility and dispersal.

Conclusion: Examining the early evolution of life
through an exploration of environmental adaptation is
promising. Dispersal through adjacent environments
can reconcile sets of both experimental “bottom up”
and phylogenetic “top down” observations that support
conflicting narratives of life’s origins, if constrained to
a singular primordial location. This scenario also supports LUCA’s identity as one population of cells
among many cellular/protocellular systems that likely
coexisted across diverse ecologies. We highlight the
importance of life’s early diversification as a preadaptation to changing environmental conditions on a
dynamic planet, as well as “Ecogenesis” or the emergence of ecosystems an early and important force in
life’s history.
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